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Announcements

• A2 deadline extended until:
Sunday, November 29 at 11:55 pm

Exam Prep

A break                            statement causes execution  to skip to:

(a)  the next  iteration of the loop  
(b) the statement following the break statement
(c) the return 0; statement  
(d) the statement just  before the default statement
(e) the first statement after  the loop

Given the function  prototype for swap what is the correct  way of calling the function  
to swap two array elements  from the array  declaration int w[100];

void swap(int *x, int *y);

(a) swap(*w[1],*w[2]);                
(b) swap(&w[1],&w[2]); 
(c) swap(w&[1],w&[2]);                
(d) swap(w*[1],w*[2]); 
(e) swap(w[1],w[2]);



cost of failure?

$$$$$$$

cost of failure?

• Software measurement company Cast 
analyzed 365 million LOC in 745 software 
apps.

• An average of £2.23 (C$3.55) per line of code 
to fix.



cost of failure?

• System problems at Japanese bank Mizuho 
(2002):

• 5,600 machines offline for 24 hours, internet 
banking services shut down for 3 days

• Delays in salary payments worth £939m going 
into the accounts of 620,000 people

• A backlog of more than 1 million unprocessed 
payments worth around £5.64bn.

cost of failure?



what is testing?

• Not the same as debugging. 

• Debugging removes known defects in the 
syntax of the code.

• Testing evaluates an algorithm using test 
cases.

what is testing?

• In 1976 Dijkstra remarked:

“many programmers now live in a limbo of 
folklore, in a vague and slippery world, in 
which they are never quite sure what the 
system will do to their programs”



what is testing?

• “the process of executing a program with the 
intent of finding errors”

what is testing?

Image Processing in Road Traffic Analysis

3.3 Number plate registration and recognition

Now the automatic number plate registration and recognition technology is to be

analysed. This technology has following peculiarities:

• video camera is oriented to fix front or rear (or both) vehicle license plate;

• when car moves through the observational zone recognition program localize

number plate and tracks it while car is in this zone.

• symbol recognition module selects frame of the best quality and identifies it

as symbol combination.

• recognized number plate, data, time and car image are writing to system

database.

Processing problem is related to symbol extraction from number plate image and

further symbol recognition. The algorithm used is described as follows:

1. Number plate image 2. Contour extraction 3. Processing area

4. Numer plate cut up 5. Number plate deflection 6. Background removal

7. Noise filtration 8. Image histogram 9. Symbol separation
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what is testing?

E. Atkočiūnas, R. Blake, A. Juozapavičius, M. Kazimianec

For the first of all, number plate edges and their intersection coordinates

were found by applying Hough transform. After image filtration and turn number

plate symbol intensity histogram was calculated. Then it was processed for given

threshold to extract image of each number plate symbol. At the last stage neural

network processing technology was applied to recognize them as text symbols.

Number plate recognition is a complex mathematical and algorithmic prob-

lem whose solution depends on many factors such as image quality and format,

day time, illumination, weather conditions etc. It is clear that not all of them

could be taken into consideration. Below we show examples of normal and hardly

processing frames.

Normal image Confusing format Confusing background

Bad frame Bad angle Weak reflection

Bad illumination Turned on light Blocked number
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Image Processing in Road Traffic Analysis

Foggy image Crooked plate Extraneous records

In practice processing efficiency can be improved by organizational and tech-

nical efforts. Thus authorities can require drivers to vouch that license plates be

clear and not twisted. From the other side processing accuracy may be improved

applying optimal orientation of video camera, necessary light filters and good

watching zone illumination.

4 The system

Above described principles were implemented in the complex video system con-

sisting of three main parts: vehicle tracking, number plate recognition, and moni-

toring center with video server and central database subsystem (Fig. 18) commu-

nicating over computer network.

Vehicle tracking subsystem is intended to watch transport motion, detect

jams, and determine speed violation. If speed exceeds permissible one subsystem

begins to track vehicle turning on LPR subsystem that files and transmits number

plate data, violation time and date to central database and mobile LPR groups. The

latter stop violator, verify data given from him and central database, prescribe

penalty. As it is shown information interchange between LPR system installed

in mobile group’s notebook and monitoring center is based on data transmission

over GPRS network. In case of jam tracking system informs monitoring center

and transmits to it traffic video clip.

User interface of vehicle tracking and speed measurement subsystem is shown

at Fig. 19, LPR subsystem interface – at Fig. 20.

All system applications are written in C++. Part of them is realized on the

base of “Mega Frame” and “Carmen program libraries”.
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1.Foggy image
2.Crooked plate
3.Extraneous records

1.Bad illumination
2.Light pollution
3.Blocked number

1.Bad frame
2.Bad angle
3.Weak reflection

1.Confusing format
2.Confusing background

why test?

• Many companies don’t spend as much on 
testing as they should.

• In 2007, an outage at RIM was attributed to 
the introduction of a new, non-critical system 
routine.

• “a barely tested routine”

• failover process failed as well.



why test?

• Software by itself is not dangerous.

• Designing software is NOT the same as 
designing a bridge.

• Failures occur in software because it is 
discontinuous.

why test?



why test?

• 1mm of error in a jet engine component will 
cause proportional increase in failure rate. 

• A corresponding small error introduced in 
software can be catastrophic, or may indeed 
have no noticeable effect at all.

why test?

A340-600, after last engine test!



why test?

• Because software can be unpredictable.

Inflight entertainment



Inflight entertainment

• Hugh Thompson flying Las Vegas to Orlando

• A Tetris game, Hugh pressed the + control to 
a maximum value of 4.

• Was there another way to change the value?

• A small numeric keypad in the phone console 
- he tried various values, 10, 8 - then struck 
gold with 5.

Inflight entertainment

• A classic off-by-one error:

• The programmer may have meant to code:

  if (0 < nblocks && nblocks < 5)



Inflight entertainment

• The Tetris code may have been of the form:

keypressed();
if (0 < nblocks && nblocks != 4)
    nblocks = nblocks + 1;      

Inflight entertainment

• Works fine if + key is used. If the numeric 
keypad changes the value of nblocks to 5, 
the expression is still valid.

• Hugh continued to increment the value to 
127.

• He push the key once more and crashed the 
entire entertainment system.



A better system

• Many airlines are replacing inflight 
entertainment with iPads.

• Inflight entertainment system for B767 = 
2000kg. 375 iPads = 244kg.

• Wireless inflight entertainment.

• A better tested system.

A better test

• Boeing tested the inflight entertainment 
system of the 787 Dreamliner.

• 250 employees, 7 hour flight.

• Push the limits of the system.

BERNARD CHOI



Defects, faults and failure

• Calculating the logarithm of a number will 
only fail if that number becomes zero. 

• A defect which evades the testing phase and 
generates a fault, may result in an observable 
failure.

Defects, faults and failure

• Failures may be categorized as:

• hard, catastrophic failures (e.g. collapse of a 
structure), 
or 

• soft, non-destructive failures, partially 
because they are somewhat formless, or the 
failure has no direct visual impact.



Defects, faults and failure

• It is easier to visualize a collapsed bridge than 
it is to conceptualize the impact of a divide by 
zero error, because the latter is a soft failure, 
even if its failure eventually leads to a more 
destructive failure. 

Fault severity

1. Mild    Misspelled word

2. Moderate   Misleading or redundant information.

3. Annoying    Truncated names, bill for $0.00

4. Disturbing   Some transaction(s) not processed.

5. Serious    Lose a transaction.

6. Very serious   Incorrect transaction execution.

7. Extreme    Frequent “very serious” errors.

8. Intolerable   Database corruption.

9. Catastrophic   System shutdown.

10. Infectious   Shutdown that spreads to others.



Computation faults

• Incorrect algorithm.

• Missing computation.

• Incorrect operand or operation.

• Parenthesis error.

• Insufficient precision.

• Wrong built-in function.

Data faults

• Incorrect initialization.

• Wrong index value.

• Wrong variable used.

• Incorrect data dimension, or subscript.

• Off-by-one.

• Inconsistent data.



Software complexity

• NASA Space Shuttle: primary avionics 
software system (PASS)

• Lofted a 120 ton shuttle with 4m pounds of 
fuel 100 miles into space.

• Designed in HAL, a system for real-time 
systems.

• 420,000 LOC + 1.4m LOC to control the 
shuttle from the ground.

Software complexity

• Boeing 707 (1968): 4000 LOC

• Airbus A310 (1983): 2 million LOC

• Airbus A330 (1992): 10 million LOC

• Boeing 747-400: 400,000 LOC (avionics+)

• Boeing 777: 2.6 million LOC (avionics+)

• Boeing 787: 14 million LOC (avionics+)



Brittle code

• Code that appears reliable but will fail badly 
when presented with unusual data.

e.g. divide by zero.

F-22 Raptor

• In February 2007, twelve USAF F-22 Raptor 
jets were being deployed from Hawaii to 
Japan.



F-22 Raptor

• En-route, a software glitch crashed the on-
board navigations system as they crossed the 
international date line, forcing the jets to turn 
back. 

• The problem seemed to be associated with 
the change from 179 5959.99 W to 180 E, and 
then to 179 5959.993 E which occurs at the 
International Date Line.

F-22 Raptor

• 1.7 million LOC written in Ada.

• Do you want to write code which reboots a 
$361m plane in mid-air?



F-22 vs F-35

• F-35 hampered by in-flight software testing.

Goal of testing?

• Yielding the correct answer under all 
conditions is a characteristic known as 
robustness.

• Increases over time as failures are discovered 
and corrected.



Robustness

• Miller et al. spent two decades testing various 
applications for robustness using “fuzz 
testing”.

• Uses unstructured random (but valid) input.

• 1990 - 80 UNIX command line utilities: 
25-33% crashed.

• 2000 - Windows NT/2000: 45% crashed.

Robustness

• 2006 - OSX: 

• 135 command-line: 7% crashed.

• 30 GUI: 73% crashed.

• COMMON errors were to blame:

• input functions without bounds checking, bad 
error handling, errors in the use of points, and 
array subscripts.



Black-box testing

• Test the entire program as a black box.

• Test the input and output.

• Can we exhaustively test every input?

Black-box testing

• Akin to blindly testing the software, having no 
idea how it is constructed.



White-box testing

• Clear-box or glass-box testing.

• Examine the internal behavior of the 
algorithm.

• Test all possible paths through the program.

• Requires figuring out test cases.

White-box testing

• May include unit-testing and integration 
testing.

• Doesn’t test if something has been left out.



e.g. ARTread

• Siemens postal recognition software.

• Processes 17 envelope per second, 
recognizes 60,000 addresses per hour.

• Such systems can be well tested.

How much testing?

• Sections of a program that interact with a 
human should be heavily tested, as input is 
often the cause of program failure. 



How much testing?

• Sometimes no amount of testing will find 
faults.

• missing control-flow paths.

• inappropriate path selection.

• inappropriate or missing action.

How much testing?

• For example, structural (glass-box) testing, 
both paths can be taken without revealing the 
fallacy:

if ((x+y+z)/3.0 == x)
    printf(“x, y, and z are equal in value\n”);
else
    printf(“x, y, and z are not equal in value\n”);



How much testing?

Test failures often result from a combination of 
defects:

while (a != b)
{
    …
    a = a * 2;
    … 

}

Makes no allowance for  round-off or truncation errors
fabs(a-b) < epsilon

Some test inputs will result in infinite looping.

Should have been 
a=a*a 

Correct answer for 
some input.

Test cases

• For example, testing ISBN’s:



Test cases

• Unit tests:

• Use the formula and a fake ISBN to generate 
a check-digit, which can be subsequently 
used to test the algorithm. 

• Take a real ISBN and modify it to make it 
invalid and see if the program flags it as an 
invalid ISBN.

Test cases

• Unit tests:

• Try a series of real ISBNs with various values of 
the check digit. If using a 10-digit ISBN, try X 
as the check digit. 



Test cases

#include <stdio.h> 

int main(void)
{
    int a_number;
    printf(“Enter a number: “);
    scanf(“%d”, &a_number);

    if (a_number % 2 == 1)
        printf(“odd\n”);
    else
        printf(“even\n”);

    return 0;
}

Test cases

• A test case with valid even numbers (e.g., 12, 
4, 78, -22). 

• A test case with valid odd numbers (e.g., 17, 
91, -37). 

• A test case with 0. (Zero is normally 
considered even.) 



Test cases

• Test the normal cases.

• Test the extremes.

• Test the exceptions.

Testing can be impossible

• To test a C compiler thoroughly (100%):

• Create tests representing all valid C programs 
and all invalid C programs to ensure that the 
compiler actually detects syntax errors. 



Constrained testing

• Programs tend to fail because of extreme 
values. 

• Values may be calculated, but they are not 
correct.

• e.g. to calculate wind chill temperature has to 
be between -50°C and 5°C. wind speed 
should be a minimum of 5km/h.

Exhaustive testing

• In most programs, testing every possible case 
may be unachievable. 

• Is it possible to check all possible paths 
through a program?



Exhaustive testing

Two decision statements: 4 unique paths

Exhaustive testing

Add a loop that executes 10 times: 410 sequences



Exhaustive testing

if (expr1)
    if (expr2)
        A; 
    else
        B; 
else {
    if (expr3) 
        C;
    else if (expr4)
        D;
    else 
        E;
}

expr1(true) → expr2(true) → A
expr1(true) → expr2(false) → B
expr1(false) → expr3(true) → C
expr1(false) → expr3(false)/expr4(true) → D 
expr1(false) → expr3(false)/expr4(false) → E

This code inside a loop that executes 
5 times gives 55 possible sequences.

Formal methods

• Formal methods: 

• Mathematically-based techniques for verifying 
software and hardware. 



Formal methods

• Paris Metro Line 14 driverless train.

• 110,000 LOC B models: 86,000 LOC Ada

• No bugs found to date.

Well tested software

• A real-time data processing environment.

• SACEM (signaling) System of the RER A rapid 
transit line in Paris.

• Increase transit capacity, reduce headway 
from 2.5 to 2 minutes.

• Software written in Modula-2, 21,000 LOC.



Well tested software

• At each processing cycle (312 ms) the train-borne computer:

1. identifies the most constraining obstacle immediately ahead of 
the train, 

2. determines the distance between the trains position and the 
abscissa of this obstacle,

3. compares this distance with the deceleration distance necessary  
to compensate the speed function and potential energy taking 
into account the braking characteristics of the train,

4. generates an order. 

• No problems ever encountered.

What about apps?

• Use simulators and emulators. 

• Test on multiple real-world devices: new 
hardware.

• Focus on the most popular devices.

• Use online mobile device 
“petting zoos”

• Crowdsourcing



Testing outside the box

• What is needed to break a program?

• Matsumoto, a Japanese cryptographer tested 
commercial biometric finger devices.

Testing outside the box

• Using gelatin, the stuff used to make Gummi 
bears.

• Fake fingers fool fingerprint detectors 80% of 
the time.

• Tested 11 commercially available fingerprint 
systems: fooled all of them.



Testing outside the box

A new approach

• Matousek and Schneider describe three 
approaches to preventing failure in 
construction:

• learning from failure

• learning from success

• redundant design



Redundant design

• Stems from work by Swiss engineer Heinz Isler 
who worked in the area of shell structures.

Redundant design

• Very redundant, and therefore very reliable:

1. Experiments to determine an efficient shell 
shape.

2. Manual calculations to estimate load-carrying 
capacity.

3. Perform computer calculations.

4. Experiments on scale models to verify 
computer models.



Crowd-based testing

• Software tested through large-scale use.

• Company creates and distributes iOS app - 
UberZoom, an app which allows zooming on 
the built-in iPhone camera.

Crowd-based testing

• Software tested through large-scale use.

• 100,000 people buy and use app.

• At $1.99, company makes $199,000

• App tested through use.

• Defects fixed in-situ as they occur.



Crowd-sourced testing

• Testing carried out by various testers in 
various places.

• Actual companies providing testing services:

https://crowdsourcedtesting.com

When tests fail?

• Testing can lead to an algorithm failing. 

• Failure leads to algorithm refinement.



Poor software could cause?

Quality?

• Les Hatton said ”...software development isn’t 
an engineering industry, but a fashion industry 
populated by unquantifiable statements and 
driven by marketing needs.” 



Quality?

• At the end of the day, large-scale fault-free 
software is almost impossible to produce.


